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Tutte generalized some well-known coloring problems in graph t 
geometric probtem ant? made a conjecture about the existe 
the firlite projective g. tImetry P’cIn.2) over the Salois field of o 
solution of Ttrttc’s conjecture will imply an affirmati~t” sol 
In this paper some general results have been developed to 3 
posed by Tutte, and fmaJly an analysis of tangential 2-bloc 
been made in order to iliustrate the applications of these r 
2 3. T Datta I On mngentiol Z-blocks 
he buse of the pr~jectiorl. 
‘roof is obvioras. (ii) osf is simple therefore, omitted. 
x 21 _,_ k __, 3 e an (N -- k -. 3 )_space 
6$&_ k__, , j $9, then it is easy to d 
0, which is not possible, because fi is a 2-block 
cc, u &I_.,. 3 ) is an (II--- 2)-space. Hence the proof follows. 
NOW we have the folfr>wing theorem. 
roposition 2.2, the t 
the proof follows immediakly from 
Cirse 2. Let z, = Zz = Z say. In this case we can always find 14 
(25, x-,, Yz} such that x,, Yz E 22; n p, but x,, Y* $!i c;. ma-ly, 
r(X,)n 2~; =( = YT E P(X,), whence it follows that x2 = 
Y2, whkh is not possible. This cimpletes the proof of (ii). ence the 
corollary is proved. 
Let zm denote an m-dimensional subspace in PC(rz,2), where 112 isa 
ative integer G PZ. 
~fi~~i~io~~ 3.1. Let /3 be an rz-dimensional tangential 2-bloch in 
Let k and I be two non-negative integers uch that 0 G k G 11 - 3 and 
k G I G H -- 1. A subspace 2, is called an attt’ptzrcc tiorz spure for /I3 with 
respect o I=, iff 
(i) ck !& c,, 
In the above definition of attenuation space, con 
tka! 4, + ~3, 4 6,, for any two points C& and 6, 
sense 2& actually attenuates the set p -- I!$. Now we have the followin 
theorem. 
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2,3,such that 
. Hence A is 3 polaris@ set for fl with respect o 
~t~o~~ 53 denotes an m%mensional tangen.tial 2-bfock in PC(rt, 2). 
i = 1,2,3 be my three lines of& Then these Ghree 
itxs must generaxe H3-space, say C..#); for, n 2 3 and three 
d coplanar fines of 0 would form a Fan0 block contained 
contradiction. Also note that the plane CP, Al + 
by v,(P), is the only plane in C,(P), which meets 
s(P) only in P, Let the line [P, A, + A, + Aj, 
denoted by A(P). 
i[P) = (PI Ai, BiJI are three C0~6XrEnt lines of@, then 
are called gsnem!cm of a cone in t’?#) and’ the 
1 + A, + A3, A, + A2 f B3} is called the MS of the comt 
bf the cone. 
11 the seven lines 
to the seven points 
3- So, by (i), t(A1 + A, + A,) co tains a point on the generators, which 
1s not possible. So, A(P) n p = {PI. 
(iii) If possjb&. let r(%) f7 A(P) # 0. Since (90 tl c’,(P) = $! Z(V!). 
C assume that A, + A, + -4, E f(VO. So, W) n C,(Pj contains a 3no 
through A 1 + A, + A>. Now using (i) and the fact that (511) fJ C3(P) = $9, 
we artive at a contradiction. 
(iv) If possible, Set 08) 0 C3( P) 8 and (a0 17 CJ(P) z J+(P) - {P}; 
This shows that M> +oontaips exagl 
x E A(P) - {Pj. 
one point A7 of C3(P) such that 
assume that X =i A, +-A, + A3. Then t(90 must 
contain a !ir? =A through A 1. + A2 + As. Since (VI) C-I C3(P) = 
{A, + A, + A& we arrive at a contradiction by virtue of (i). 
iv) If possible, let Y,(P) contain an odd stigrn of j3, say St. Then St 
is a Pine of 0. If P E St, then WLO assume that St = CP. A, s A-J, 
R, 8 l$). This implies that (P. A,, $ is a Fano block in 6, which is a 
contradictioax If P $ St, then WLOG assume that St = {A, + AZ, 
A3 + A$ Since rl & 4, 3~5 E p -. C,(P). It is clear that t(d) n CA,, A*, A3)= 
(Al + AZ + A$. But (3) n &;(P) = 8; so, by (iii), we arrive at a contradic- 
tion- 
(vi) If possible, let X be not an attenuation point. By (iijp X 4 6. Since 
X is not an sGc9uation point and X $0. it follows that there exist two 
points CJt, 42 E p -- cI’#) wch th;_r $ t + J, = X. T, a shows that 
((d,, 6,:) n C3(P) c A(P) - {P], which contradicts ( II). Hence the 
theorem follows. - 
In this section fl denotes an n-dimensional tangential 2-block. Hn our 
investigation of a hypothetical tangential 2-block, we use the following 
notation. 
Let PE p and r(P) denote a tangent of P. Thm R(P) is an (12 - 2).space 
of PG(o ,2), such that n(P) 0 0 = FP). ‘There are exactly three (IZ -- I)- 
ces on 7c(P> and ME denote 8he.n; by 
iately km-~ the discussion made in the 
e can rearrange tlhe suffixes of r&P), 

enshnal tangential 2-b/o& Let m be 
n. Le: St, ={P,Al,Az, . . . . A,&, 
t 3 = (P+ C, , CZ, be any three distinct odd stigrns 
t,), i = 2, 3t Then dim( 
= 3. So, we assume that in 3 5. Clearly, 
sible, let din:{ IStd)=F71-1* SO, 
+C, = &g,[. where W is a proper 
assume that B, + C1 = 2$& Ai, 
1, C,> 0 t(A,,A2., ,.=,R 
Il. is completes the proof. 
13 
(ii) If possible, let SE ( j(V) u {B, f cl’,)) -- {P]. ecause of our h 
thesis and corolla Cj & j& Vi, i E ( I, *So,S=B1+Cp 
whert: x E A, (P) --.I {P) l G assume that S = j -t c, f gJ1 A,, where 
k is a positive,integer and 2 < 2k G n - 3. Then 
a? B, 9 c, ,I) i--l tts A,, 2, l -,-$, _. 19 AZk+2, ““A,1 _ 1) = (b , 
which is a contradiction. This campfetes the proof of (ii>. 
Ckx 1 l Sulppose that there exist a plane, say Z2, with six points of& 
Then C2 is generated by Wo concurrent lines of /3, say (P, Aj, Wi}, i = 2,3. 
Then either Az + 3 or A, + BJ belongs to ~3. LO@ assume that 
AZ + Aj E p* so, + B, $6 0; for, otherwise, 2 woclld be a Fano block 
Since AZ + A, E j3+, the two lines { A,, Ba) and {P,, l, B3) are not in the 
same ?i(Y)* fC‘r SOlilltZ i E ( 1,2,3). iso, there exists a (3,3,3)-tangent 
stigm system wi respect $0 P. Hence we assume that Sti( 
i = 1,2,3. Then ,3,1 St&P)) is clearly a 3-space. Let C,(P) = { 
Bccaklse of our hypothesis there exist three lines of p thro 
of (A,, HI}. Let (A,, Qi, Ki} and {B,, I.,,, Mi], (1~ I,?., e four lines of P, 
each being different from the line {P, A,, B,), where and L, E T#‘? -- 
) and Ri and &I, E q(P) - n(P), vi E { 1,2). Clear 
$ C’#‘), Vi E ( 1,2); for otherwise, we would get a 
tains six points of p and is different from ZZ,, and this 
to our hypothesis. 
5. If possible, “n 
ence the assertion is true. 
Vi E (I,& If possible, let 
us remarks, and 
= 
i ? i, jE~1,2}=,Li+ 
* I$+ =P (by Theorem 52(iv)) 
; hence we arrive at a contradiction. So, 
Thus X E (A, + A,, /It + B3). Lee X = A, + A,. 
2. So, Li = A3 + R, + Q2 and hence 
w by arguments imilar to those used in the 
21)s 
t the axis of the cone 
A@ + Q1 + Q3, where X E C@) rl n(F). From above, we finally conclude 
that L2 $ K,(P) u {&, Qz, L $. So, dim<C’#) u (Ql, 02, I, Iv &I) = 7. 
Hence dim@ 2 7. 
that there is no plane with six poin sofp. LetPEfi 
(, Si), i = I9 2,3. rhen proceeding ; l irr Case 1, we can 
show that dim@ ;Z 7. This completes the proof. 
y Theorem 7.2, dim(p) 2 5. If possible, let PE /3, Sti(P) = 
+ Bi, C”, Di}” i = 1,2,3 and dim@ = 5. Because of Theorem 7.2, 
Using relations (1 ), VW deduce thai 
hi& is a contradiction. 
@cause of relations (11, we deduce that 
+ A3) and r(C1. AZ) c-1 &I,. D,. B3}) = 
lxwe tJw results as listed in Table 1. 
From tabte 1, we arrive at a co tradictian, So, Case 3 is 
Y’ 1 It., w usinmg argunwn~s simiiar to one of the above three cases, we can 
stjt &%K that every other possible case leads us to a cant 
A, $ IX,, which is a contradiction. ence dim@) 2 6. 
thC pKM3f. 
in order to illustrate the applications of the previous results Jet us ma 
an anaJysis of tangttntial 2-blocks 9f dimensions 4 L id 5. First, we con- 
sider tangential Z-blocks of dimenylon 4. n this con l&ion we 
hsrt groof of the non-existence of a 4-dimensional tangentiaJ 2-5Jock. 
non-existence of such Z-blocks was proved in [ 7 1. 
3) is a ~~~a~is~n~ set with 
f&Y,. s,. SJ. S&J an 
ce treat 31’ E { R, 2) and 
me ttlat S, + S3 = A3. 
1 which ieads to a contra- 
1, Corollaries 2. and 2.5 and Proposition 7.6, 
iat~~y. 
ntial 2-block. 
repositions 7.5 and 
and 7; be the three 4-spaces 
where j = 2,s. Now 
‘of& containing P, which contra- 
A,(P) is 
2 and 
Using thz above notations, we have the following lemmas. 
hew (i, j) E (( 1, a), (2, ‘7b), 
roof of (iii) (a) fokDws. 
+ CjJ)* where i + i aild i, 
1 Z 7 2) * S = kP + Xi + Aj + C), 
kit such a point S is not 
ence the procbf of (iii) (b) 
a, the proof follows immediately. 
sume that i = 3 and S = 
#or ! dmod 2). Now we have the fcskwing. 
if SE {A, +A,, P+A, +A,) l 
ifS=A,+A, * 
if S = P+A, +A2 o 
( I’), (2’) and (3’) we delduce that 
2)) 5s a 5-space. 
from Lenma 9.2iiii) 
ence the proof of th 
fine {P, S,, Sz), wher 
I + Al, S2 = C, + R,. 
the following oddi ~tign-~s of 0. 
ecause of Le ma 9.2Civ), we have the k.dowiIlg result l 
8. T. 
sists of exactly 15 points 
i= 1,2,3, 
= C2 + D,. Now it can be shown 
ts do form a S-dimensional tan- 
in@; theorem. 
14tui.p~~ 5-&ntensimd hmph.d 2-blcxk. 
haudhuti for 
rch for- this paper. 
